
Inject Something new into your Organisation

Tailor made learning events for individuals and 
executive teams

Are you feeling jaded after a hectic year?
 Looking for something to re-energise yourself or your organisation?

Need to re-group and renew ?

Re-energising Events for Teams
Teams wanting to rebuild or re-energise their work together ensuring 
they face the new year with renewed vision, positive attitudes, and 
creative zeal

2020 has gone! Don’t let any bad tastes linger on…

Re-set Coaching
One to one on-line coaching sessions of executives wanting to review 
the damage of the past year and refresh their thinking and their 
approach ready to tackle the challenges of the new year

Re-inforcing the Power of Three
Coaching style session for three key players in the organisation (could 
even include a Board member) to help them regain a united way of 
moving the organisation forward

Re-thinking Future Work Patterns
For executive teams who want to examine the lessons of the pandemic  
that are worth taking into the future, evaluating the pros and cons of 
move towards dispersed and vita working, comparing different 
experiences

Re-calibrating People Development
For HR and L&D professionals wanting to think afresh the nature and 
delivery of training and development of managers and leaders in the 
world ahead including the strengths  and weaknesses of online learning

Re-igniting Creativity
For executive teams, L&D Teams, and Creative Teams who want to 
rethink: the place of creativity in the new world, being creative online, the 
strengths and weaknesses of collaborative creativity and moving beyond 
good ideas



Learning Events
Design and Delivery

Dimension 2 

Advanced cognitive skills enhancement 
at leadership/executive level (in areas such as curiosity 

and creativity, systemic thinking, complex problem 
solving, agile thinking)

Dimension 1

Solutions  
to the issue, problem or project posed

Dimension 3

Increased personal and team self 
awareness 

this includes impact awareness of leaders on the rest of 
the organisation

We are leadership developers working from a cognitive psychology 
and neuroscience base, to enrich leadership capability across private, 

public and not for profit sectors through consultancy, tailored 
workshops and online learning design.

Delivery
Delivered face to face or as virtual learning events for individuals or for groups of between 3 and 12 
people.

Use of innovative learning and engagement methods that help people to recognise and unblock 
biased, restrictive thinking, engagement by all, creative thinking and relationship building.

Duration of Coaching Events: minimum 3 x 2 hour sessions

Duration of Team Learning Events: Minimum I day to maximum of 3 days (conducted on three 
separate days within a three month period).

Learning events 
These are designed around client defined issues, problems or projects ensuring that workable 
solutions form an important outcome of the event.

Events provide a three dimensional, sustainable learning experience at executive level.  This 
involves layered learning that achieves three goals simultaneously:



Meet the Founders

A sample of past learning events designed around client needs
The Metacognitive Leader; the Curious Leader; Hidden BrainPower  & Leadership; Disruption 
enhances Creativity; Leading with all the senses; Boost Creativity; Collaborative Leadership; Making 
Waves: Leadership on the Water, The Power of Three coaching programme, Creativity & Innovation 
for Creatives, Strategy development through Collaborative Stakeholder Engagement, Team Building 
using Lego Serious Play

“We firmly 
believe that leadership is 

about who you are.  We will help 
people discover their potential to 

create, innovate and achieve, enabling 
new possibilities to share with 

colleagues and their 
organisations in order to 

sustain change” 

Karen Gargani MBA, MA Creative Leadership
Karen is an experienced leader in the corporate world 
of financial services, has been a trouble-shooter for 
failing teams and an entrepreneur in establishing new 
industry initiatives. She has evolved a style to include 
fun and play to encourage thinking differently and is a 
champion of collaborative and inclusive leadership 
practices that bring added value to organisational 
sustainability.

Dr Anton Baumohl PhD, MPhil, SFHEA
Anton is a leading proponent of transdisciplinary 
approaches to learning design. He designed and 
directed a new revolutionary Masters Degree 
Programme in Creative Leadership. His academic 
background is in organisational behaviour focussing 
in applying research from cognitive psychology and 
neuroscience to the development of individuals, 
teams and organisations.

Contact: karenmakingwaves@icloud.com; 07795 211311
websites: www.kaboodleleadership.com - consultancy; www.leapprofessional.com - online learning

Kaboodle Leadership is a boutique  Consultancy and Research Community created by two principals. 
They represent the combined experience of over 50 years work within organisations across the world, with 

individuals, small companies and across diverse industries.
We provide consultancy services, face to face development programmes, senior executive coaching and 

short learning events. Our newly designed online learning programmes are provided through Leap 
Professional Limited using our online learning platform.

“Using latest 
techniques and experimental 
work, we continually push our 

boundaries to offer you the latest 
techniques and ideas around 

generating robust and creative 
leaders” 

We are a partnership working with a broad Community of Practice that brings 
together associates with a diverse range of experience, skills and expertise in 
leadership development, learning design, creativity and innovation, deep play, 

collaboration, co-creation, neuroscience, organisational behaviour, team 
development, complexity theorists, philosophy, art, mediation, awareness 
training, psychotherapy, coaching, mentoring, online learning design, and 

varied leadership contexts.

Learning Event Design
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